One-dimensional patterning of cells in silicone wells via compression-induced fracture
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Abstract: We have adapted our existing compression-induced fracture technology to cell culture studies by generating linear patterns on a complex cell culture well structure rather than on simple solid constructs. We present a simple method to create one-dimensional (1D), submicron, and linear patterns of extracellular matrix on a multilayer silicone material. We identified critical design parameters necessary to optimize compression-induced fracture patterning on the wells, and applied stresses using compression Hoffman clamps. Finite-element analyses show that the incorporation of the well improves stress homogeneity (stress variation $< 25\%$), and, thus, crack uniformity over the patterned region. Notably, a shallow well with a thick base (vs. deeper wells with thinner bases) reduces out-of-plane deflections by greater than a sixth in the cell culture region, improving clarity for optical imaging. The comparison of cellular and nuclear shape indices of a neuroblast line cultured on patterned 1D lines and unpatterned 2D surfaces reveals significant differences in cellular morphology, which could impact many cellular functions. Because 1D cell cultures recapitulate many important phenotypical traits of 3D cell cultures, our culture system offers a simple means to further study the relationship between 1D and 3D cell culture environments, without demanding expensive engineering techniques and expertise.
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INTRODUCTION

Culturing cells in three-dimensional (3D) environments has emerged as a crucial in vitro cell culture paradigm to simulate native cell function$^{1,2}$ and regulate cell response to therapeutics.$^3$ 3D microenvironments mediate significant effects on cellular morphology,$^{4,5}$ cell-cell interactions, viability, proliferation,$^{6}$ motility,$^{7,8}$ adhesion,$^{9,10}$ signaling,$^{11}$ and differentiation,$^{12}$ and, hence, 3D culture systems are growing in popularity. However, biologists culturing cells in 3D must control a host of changes in other environmental parameters$^{13}$ including differences in transport phenomena,$^{14}$ ligand presentation$^{13}$ and transmission of intrinsic,$^{15}$ and applied mechanical forces$^{16,17}$ to the cells. The need to control carefully these parameters, in conjunction with the associated technical challenges inherent in 3D culture and imaging, drives the need for simpler, “minimally 3D” systems.

Yamada and coworkers recently developed a promising approach to simulate 3D-like functionality while addressing these challenges by culturing cells along 1D micropatterns. They demonstrated that 1D adhesive patterns on a flat surface prompts cells to change morphology and adopt behavior similar to that in 3D.$^7$ They demonstrated that phenotypes of fibroblasts cultured on micropatterned lines were similar to fibroblasts cultured in 3D, and distinct from those cultured in 2D environments. These phenotypes included cell motility, spreading rates, polarization, uniaxial shape, expression of focal adhesion proteins, microtubule
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stability, and posterior centrosome orientation.7 As these phenotypes are related to cytoskeletal arrangement, these environmental conditions may also significantly influence higher order cell functions.18 The micropatterning approach is compatible with conventional biological imaging and assay tools, and suggests that 1D culture may be used as a simplified and precisely controlled substitute for 3D culture for many assays of biological function.

However, creating 1D adhesive patterns generally requires considerable expertise in micro/nanofabrication and patterning techniques. For a pattern to be considered "1D" based on cell function, Doyle et al.7 suggest that lines need to be <1.5 μm in width, a size which is challenging to fabricate reliably and consistently even for those with experience in the field. While both manual and automated techniques exist to address this problem,29 they each require complex and specialized equipment unavailable to most biologists. To enable a broad spectrum of biologists to study the relationship between 1D and 3D environments, a simpler patterning and fabrication methodology is required. To address this need, we present a simple, versatile and inexpensive method to generate arrays of nanometer-to-micron scale linear cell-adhesive patterns in silicone cell culture wells via compression-induced fracture of the material.

Previous work in our laboratory20 demonstrated the use of fracture in multilayered materials for patterning cells along linear adhesive structures. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a biocompatible and easily processed elastomer commonly used in soft lithography21 forms a thin, brittle silica-like surface layer when treated with a plasma oxidizer. When strain is applied, the toughness mismatch between this brittle film and the underlying elastomer causes the formation of an array of parallel cracks within the film.22 If the uncracked surface is coated with a nonadhesive layer, cells will adhere to the relatively adhesive crack walls.20 This simple approach provides the added capability of dynamically altering pattern dimensions by varying the applied strain.

While previous use of this method for cell culture purposes was based on applying tensile strain to the substrate, this set-up requires a specialized and expensive rig to clamp either end of the material and apply the required deformation. Unless custom machined for the purpose, commercially available stretching rigs are generally large, and rarely compatible with cell culture incubator conditions. We recently demonstrated that compressive strains may also be used to generate cracks, via a lateral tensile stress resulting from constraint at the fixed edge. In this case, resulting cracks align along the direction of compression.23 Compressive stresses can be applied with simple clamps that are inexpensive, readily available, and have small footprints compatible with standard cell culture dishes. In this work we extend our previous study in compressing geometrically simple structures (spheres and cubes), toward more complex well-shaped geometries necessary for cell culture studies. We identify critical design parameters in using silicone wells for compression-induced fracture patterning, and apply compressive stresses with Hoffman clamps (used generally to clamp and control flow in flexible tubing) to rapidly and easily create 1D adhesive patterns. The entire set-up can be enclosed in a standard petri dish, enabling easy handling and minimizing contamination and evaporation. We then utilize this system to pattern immortalized dopaminergic neurons, a model cell line, on the 1D protein adhesions, and demonstrate that such patterns influence cell and nuclear morphology, similar to changes demonstrated by others in 3D cell culture environments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Finite-element analysis

Compression of cell culture wells was simulated using commercially-available finite-element analysis software (ANSYS; Canonsburg, PA). Quarter-symmetry models of the structures (cuboid, 19 mm × 19 mm × 10 mm, with a square well, 5 mm × 5 mm, of varying depth) were meshed with tetrahedral mesh elements (SOLID186, Young’s modulus E = 3 MPa, Poisson ratio ν = 0.49). The oxidized PDMS layer was assumed to have a thickness of 200 nm, and was modeled with triangular shell elements (SHELL141, E = 37 MPa, ν = 0.2).24 Clamped surfaces were constrained against movement in all dimensions, and compressive stresses were applied. Well depths were varied such that the substrate thickness was 0.5 mm (deep wells), 5 mm (medium wells), or 9.5 mm (shallow wells).

PDMS substrate preparation

A molding template was prepared by using glass adhesive to affix eight evenly spaced 5 mm × 5 mm × 0.55 mm glass pieces (UQG Optics, Cambridge, England) on a 75 mm × 38 mm glass microscope slide (Corning). A PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) mixture was prepared from 10 parts elastomer and 1 part crosslinking agent, and cast against the molding template to a final thickness of 10 mm. The dishes were stored overnight at room temperature to allow the prepolymer mixture to de-gas and partially cure. The PDMS replica was cured at 60°C for 3 h and 150°C for 24 h to fully crosslink the PDMS. The PDMS slab was cut into 19 mm × 19 mm × 10 mm substrates centered on the wells.

Crack generation

The silicone wells were exposed to oxygen plasma (Covance, Femto Science, Hwaseong, Korea) at 100 W for 5 min. The well surfaces of the PDMS substrates were positioned approximately 2 cm over a 1:1 mixture of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-1-trichlorosilane (T2492; United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA) and mineral oil (Sigma) inside a vacuum chamber. The samples were subjected to vacuum at 100 mmHg for 15 min. This vapor deposition process results in the formation of a thin silane film on the interior well surface, and this coating serves as a binding agent for subsequent Pluronic treatment. Wells were filled with 0.1% pluronic F127 in distilled water, a blocking agent, for 1.5 h; gently rinsed and then submerged in water. Wells were filled with 0.1 mg/mL of either tetramethylrhodamine-isothiocyanate-labeled bovine serum albumin (TRITC-BSA) for crack visualization, or candidate...
extracellular matrix proteins for cell culture. The silicone well was then centered under the screw between the stationary base and mobile top bar of the closed jaw Hoffman clamp. A standard glass microscope slide was placed under a laterally positioned Hoffman clamp to maintain levelness and steady application of pressure. The screw was gently tightened just enough to restrict movement, and then further advanced until the desired displacement was achieved, fracturing the well surface. Protein adsorbed to the surfaces of the resulting cracks (Fig. 1). The crack spacing and width were determined by analysis of optical images with ImageJ software (NIH).

Cell cultivation in cracks
Hoffman clamps were sterilized in an autoclave before cell culture. Each oxidized and surface-treated PDMS well was filled with 75 μL fibronectin (0.1 mg/mL, Sigma F1141) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cracks were formed as described above. The entire set-up was exposed to germicidal ultraviolet light in a cell culture hood for 30 min. Fibronectin solution was removed from the wells. The wells were rinsed twice with PBS, filled with medium, and placed in a 37°C (5% CO₂, 20% O₂) incubator until the cells were loaded.

Rat dopaminergic neuroblasts (1R3AN27 or N27) were propagated in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% antibiotic-antimycotic solution, and 2 mM GlutaMax (Invitrogen). N27s were harvested and resuspended in a 2.5 × 10⁶ cells/mL cell suspension. The medium in wells was replaced with 100 μL of the cell suspension. The cells were allowed to settle into the cracks of the wells at room temperature for 20 min. Two Hoffman clamps were placed in a square petri dish (4 × 4 in.), along with a small round petri dish (1.5 cm diameter) containing sterile water to humidify the chamber and minimize evaporation. To compare the morphology of cells in patterned 1D culture with unpatterned 2D cultures, cells were plated at a density of 2 × 10⁴ cells/cm² in 24-well tissue culture plates (Becton, Dickinson & Co.).

Cell fixation and staining
Cells were rinsed twice with warm PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 15 min, and rinsed thrice (5 min between rinses) with cold PBS. Fixed cells were permeabilized with Triton X-100 (0.1% in PBS) for 3 min, blocked with BSA (1% in PBS) for 30 min, stained for F-actin with phallolidin 594 (1:40 dilution in blocking solution) for 20 min, and stained for nucleic acids with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 1:1000 dilution in PBS), for 5 min in the dark. All steps of the staining procedure were performed at room temperature. Cells were rinsed twice with PBS between each step of the procedure, after cell fixation, and thrice after the final step.

The wells were imaged either with substrates mounted or not mounted on the Hoffman clamps. The PBS-filled wells were sealed with 9 mm × 9 mm square cover glasses (Belco) when mounted, or with 48 mm × 65 mm rectangular cover glasses (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Gold Seal) when not mounted. Kimwipes were used to absorb excess PBS that created a seal between the glass and PDMS.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted with commercially available software (SigmaStat 3.5, Systat Software, San Jose, CA), using a standard analysis of variance test to compare...
population means. *Post hoc* comparisons were conducted using the Tukey method.

**RESULTS**

**Stress uniformity in well-based culture systems**

Finite-element analysis reveals that stresses generated as a result of compressive strains vary greatly across the surface of a simple rectangular prism (Fig. 2). Under compressive strains of 15%, lateral stresses vary by as much as 212% (from 2.7 to 2.7 MPa), which would result in significant variation in crack dimensions across the entire culture surface.24 However, inside the shallow well within which cultured cells are confined, the stresses varied by only 25%. Hence, including a cell culture well is not only a requirement to maintain a sufficient quantity of media for cell culture, but also the well feature improves stress uniformity [Fig. 2(B)] and, therefore, crack uniformity.

Standard Hoffman clamps have compressive plates 4 mm thinner than the 10-mm thick PDMS slabs. Simulations reveal that this difference does not influence stress uniformity within the cell culture well, but does reduce the stress magnitude (data not shown). By increasing the applied compressive strains from 15% to 20%, stress magnitudes and uniformities with Hoffman clamp conditions were comparable to “ideal” clamping conditions [Fig. 2(C)].

**Design principles for stress uniformity in wells**

Finite-element simulations for a rectangular prism (dimensions 19 mm × 19 mm × 10 mm) with a deep, medium or shallow well (0.5 mm × 0.5 mm culture surface; Fig. 3), demonstrate that the magnitude of the stresses and their uniformity along the well surface are strongly dependent on the well depth [Fig. 3(A)]. For a deep well, stresses vary by as much as 87% across the available culture surface, which would yield wider cracks at the edges than at the center of the well. In contrast, stresses vary by only 26% in the case of medium and shallow wells [Fig. 3(C)], which would result in more uniform crack widths across the culture surface. However, another important parameter for microscopy and imaging in cell culture is uniformity of the out-of-plane deflections across the surface. The out-of-plane deflection [Fig. 3(B,D)] varied most for deep wells (1.75 mm), less (166 μm) for medium wells and least (25 μm) for shallow wells. While greater well depths would allow greater cell culture volumes and hence, longer term cultures, all further experiments were conducted with the shallowest well depths for optimal stress uniformity, and to facilitate microscopy.

**Crack formation**

After the PDMS well surfaces were oxidized, they were uniaxially compressed in the clamps to 10% or 20%. As described previously, transverse deformation induced by the Poisson effect in materials undergoing compression results in surface tensile stresses when the loading surfaces do not slip against the clamp face. In this multilayered material system, the toughness mismatch between the PDMS and the oxidized PDMS film results in the formation of an array of cracks (V-shaped in cross-section) perpendicular to the resultant tensile stresses.23
Crack features were fluorescently labeled with adsorbed TRITC-BSA, and the average spacing between the cracks was found to be $39.5 \pm 19.8 \mu m$ and $19.0 \pm 9.1 \mu m$ for 10% and 20% compressive loads, respectively [Fig. 4(A,B)]. As expected based on our previous findings, the average crack spacing and spacing uniformity decreased with an increased compressive load. Previous work also suggests that the depth of the cracks is limited by the thickness of the oxidized PDMS layer, a few hundred nm for PDMS substrates subjected to several minutes of oxidation at high power. Crack widths were visually confirmed to be $1.4 \pm 0.17 \mu m$ for 10% applied compression, similar to previous structures prepared with these oxidized PDMS multilayer material systems.

Demonstration of 1D patterning and comparison to 2D cell culture

N27 cells seeded in the crack-patterned wells spread cellular extensions to align along the direction of the cracks [Fig. 4(C)]. Staining of N27 cells, with phalloidin and DAPI [Fig. 4(D)], reveals aligned elongation of the cell extensions along the cracks, and a consequent elongation of nuclei on the 1D patterns.

A comparison between N27 cells on our 1D substrates with unpatterned N27 cells cultured on conventional tissue...
culture plastic (TCP) reveals significant differences in cell and nuclear morphology [Fig. 5(A–F)]. To quantify the degree to which cells are influenced by the 1D patterns, the cell size index (CSI) and nuclear size index (NSI) were measured [Fig. 5(G,H)]. The cell and nuclear size indices are defined as the aspect ratio between the length of the longest region of the cell or nucleus and the perpendicular width of the widest region of the cell or nucleus. The CSI on 1D patterns [Fig. 5(G)] was significantly increased when compared to the cells cultured in 2D, with an increased spread of CSI values centered on an aspect ratio of 10. In contrast, cells in 2D culture were significantly less elongated in morphology, the highest frequency of which occurs at an aspect ratio of 2, confirming that 1D culture drives significant changes in cell morphology. Importantly, this difference in aspect ratio is also reflected in the nuclear shape. NSI measurements reveal that while similar spreads in nuclear shape exist, these distributions are centered on an NSI of 2 for TCP, and 4 for 1D patterns [Fig. 5(H)]. Statistical analysis reveals a significant difference between mean CSI and NSI values ($p < 0.001$) when comparing cells cultured on 1D patterned and 2D unpatterned cell culture substrates.

**DISCUSSION**

Mimicking native cell culture environments is an important approach in next-generation drug screening applications,\textsuperscript{25} as well as in disease modeling in a culture dish. Hence, 3D culture is emerging as an important paradigm in in vitro cell culture models, but such systems present unique technical and control challenges that cannot be easily addressed using conventional approaches.\textsuperscript{13} We present a culture system that is applicable to a wide variety of cell types for studying cell behavior in a well-defined 1D system, as a useful alternative to 3D cultures.

Recent findings that 1D protein patterns may simulate 3D functionality, particularly for migration studies,\textsuperscript{7} presents an interesting opportunity to study cell function in precisely...
defined contexts that recapitulate much of the 3D culture models; but forming 1D culture substrates has been challenging. 1D adhesive patterns, with micron-scale features, have been generated by an assortment of techniques involving one or more of the following processes: photolithography, reactive ion etching electron beam lithography, wet etching,26 and soft lithography transfer molding, contact printing and capillary molding.27 Doyle et al.7 created 1D linear patterns by combining confocal microscopy with photolytic ablation to precisely etch linear adhesive regions on an antifouling polyvinyl alcohol coated surface. These patterning methods require steep initial fabrication costs, expensive infrastructure, and considerable expertise; often do not reliably transfer patterns due to collapsing molds28; and are prone to cutting errors.26 Such technological challenges can prevent researchers from studying this phenomenon. While 1D culture has been demonstrated as a potential substitute for 3D systems for applications in cell morphology and migration, further research is necessary to determine how broadly applicable 1D culture is in simulating 3D functionality. Differences in ligand presentation for example, may drive differential functionality. Hence, technologies that are reliable, easily accessible and inexpensive are necessary to thoroughly explore the relationship between 1D and 3D culture. In this work, we demonstrate a simple, versatile system for 1D culture of cells, based on compression-induced formation of protein-patterned cracks.

Previously, we developed a custom apparatus to compress oxidized PDMS cubes and spheres, and this method served as the foundation for creating the current crack fabrication system.23 Here, we made the compression system compatible to cell culture by introducing a well reservoir to contain cells. Based on FEA simulations, reservoir features contribute to the homogeneity of stress distribution; and since crack dimensions are directly related to stress magnitudes,24 this feature improves the uniformity of generated cracks. Design parameters for the well include well depth and thickness of the underlying culture substrate. Deeper wells (and thinner culture substrates) allow the system to hold more medium, and thus enable longer term cultures that are less prone to evaporation and the need for medium replenishment. However, the thickness of the culture substrate influences ease of microscopy, with thinner substrates improving image clarity. Even though we achieved crack formation with deep wells and 2 mm thin culture surfaces (data not shown), the substrate was prone to buckling, which made imaging through the bottom of the well difficult. FEA simulations reveal that deep wells (thin bases) give rise to heterogeneous stress distributions with a high degree of out-of-plane deflection. As a practical compromise, we opted for shallow wells with thick bases, where the well height was adjusted to give sufficient medium volume capacity and optimal visual clarity (shallow wells were inverted to view cells from the well top rather than through the base). Minimizing cell culture well depths reduced out-of-plane deflection. Hence, a shallow well reservoir is an important design feature essential to utilizing this system for cell culture applications.

To demonstrate the applicability of this technique to culturing and probing cell function in 1D systems, we successfully cultured a neuroblast cell line on the protein-patterned cracks and further demonstrated distinct differences in cellular and nuclear morphology, compared to cells grown on 2D tissue culture treated polystyrene surfaces (Fig. 5), a broadly applicable tool for biologists. Our results indicate that cell morphology is significantly influenced by the

![FIGURE 5. Comparison of patterned 1D and unpatterned 2D N27 cells quantified by cell shape index (CSI) and nuclear shape index (NSI). Images of cells (phase-contrast) and nuclei (stained with DAPI, blue) and overlay of cells and nuclei for cells aligned on 1D crack substrates (A–C) and on 2D tissue culture plastic (TCP) substrates (D–F). Scale bar = 25 μm. Histogram comparisons of patterned and nonpatterned cells for CSI (G) and NSI (H). Total cells for 1D crack = 100. Total cells for 2D TCP = 142. Cell culture duration = 8 h. Significant differences exist between both the CSI and the NSI mean values when comparing morphologies on the two culture surfaces (p < 0.001). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
underlying pattern, and, similar to studies performed in conventional 3D systems, nuclear shape is also mediated by the features of the culture surface. Since nuclear shape is a critical influence on cell function, these results demonstrate that our 1D patterning system successfully organizes the cell structure to recapitulate characteristic features demonstrated by others in more complex culture systems.

Control of cellular shape has broad applications and significance for adherent cells. Individual cells from a supposedly homogenous source, such as cell lines from a single clone, when grown on a uniform 2D substrate, display widely heterogeneous cell morphologies and possibly atypical cellular functions. Hence, control of cell shape is a critical parameter in predictive control over cell function, as well as in simulating normal (in vivo) microenvironmental niches.

In addition to regulating cellular shape, topographical landscape governs cellular behaviors such as adhesion, proliferation, migration, and differentiation. These behaviors have significant implications in biological processes, including cancer metastasis, wound healing, and organogenesis, where cells can actually express unique topography-dependent migration patterns. Grooved substrates, the most commonly exploited type, in particular can alter shape, polarity and migration of certain cell types. A variety of cell types can respond to a unique set of groove dimensions in one way by aligning parallel to the grooves, and such orientation is most pronounced with the groove features that are less than or equal to the cell width. Cytoskeletal components align along the grooves evidenced by not only cell shape or polarity, but stimulating signal transduction cascades, and altered gene and protein expression patterns.

Our previous and current work indicate that V-shaped grooved features with 1–1.5 μm widths and no more than a few hundred nanometers of depth are sufficient to coerce alignment of N27 rat dopaminergic neuroblasts. The alteration of signal transduction pathways of N27 cells due to alignment, response of other cells to the groove features, and generation of other groove dimensions remains to be explored.

To better simulate the 3D topography of native microenvironments, in vitro systems, such as those described here, can be easily engineered with built-in microscale and nanoscale features similar to native extracellular topography. We believe that the 1D environments produced in our cell culture set-up will be used by biologists to further study the connection between environmental cues, including topography, and cell phenotype.

While utilizing 1D patterns to simulate 3D behavior might not necessarily translate to multiple cell types, novel methods are needed to generate these patterns to enable a variety of researchers to investigate the potential of such an approach to reduce the complexity of cell culture models in chemical library screens.

CONCLUSIONS

Our simple cell culture system utilizes an easily fabricated PDMS well, and a ubiquitously available Hoffman clamp to generate a 1D pattern of nano-to-micronscale adhesive surfaces on which cells can be predictably aligned. An evaluation of the design parameters for the wells suggests that shallow wells serve to enhance stress uniformity over the patterned region, thereby improving uniformity of crack features. We also present a simple analysis of differences in cell morphologies on 1D crack versus 2D tissue culture surfaces, demonstrating the compatibility of this approach with cell culture techniques, and demonstrating the utility of this approach in manipulating cell and nuclear shape. This approach is significantly more accessible than conventional engineering technologies used to create linear micro-patterns of adhesive structures. We anticipate that this inexpensive and user-friendly system has a broad range of research applications in studying the implications of cellular alignment, such as in neuron alignment, guided stem cell differentiation, and topographical effects on cell cycling. Potential similarities between cells cultured in 1D and 3D environments suggests that this technology may be broadly applicable in creating simplified cell culture models.
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